
OUTDOOR LIVING, REDEFINED. 

T W E N T Y  N I N E T E E N  C O L L E C T I O N



BAVARIA II 
Minnesota River



Your vision, brought to life. 

OUTDOOR LIVING,  
REDEFINED.

Step outside your home and imagine the possibilities. Do you picture a stunning patio full of 

friends enjoying a BBQ? Or maybe it’s a simple yet sophisticated walkway from the front door 

through the garden. With Borgert’s wide range of colors, textures and sizes, you can create 

beautiful outdoor living spaces to enjoy for decades. 

For nearly 100 years, Borgert has fulfilled the artistic vision of homeowners and designers with 

the most beautiful yet durable pavers, slabs and walls available. With Borgert, you can redefine 

your lifestyle with outdoor kitchens and living rooms, patios and terraces, walkways and 

driveways. You can live the outdoor life you imagine in beauty that lasts a lifetime.

Borgert is known not just for style and beauty, but 

also for quality and superiority. To ensure that our 

products have the longevity you want and need, as 

the only manufacturer in the Midwest, we use granite 

aggregates. Why Granite? Granite is the hardest 

aggregate next to diamonds. It does not absorb 

moisture making the paver durable in freeze/thaw.  

It does not absorb the color pigments making for  

a more vibrant color throughout the lifetime of the 

pavement. When you crush granite, the physical 

characteristics make it angular creating a  

stronger bond with the cement and color that are  

a part of the components of the paver.

WHAT'S INSIDE MATTERS... 
Natural. Hardest. Granite... that is 

what makes our products the strongest.



Family owned and operated, Borgert Concrete Products, Inc. was established in 1923 by Lawrence A. Borgert in 

East St. Cloud, MN. In 1953, Lawrence’s son, Kenneth J. Borgert, took over the business and relocated it to its current 

location in St. Joseph. As sole owner of Borgert Products, since 2006, I am proud to uphold the same values and 

traditions of quality products and service unmatched in the industry just as my Grandfather and Father did. In 96 

years, we have survived some challenging times which has made us a strong leader in our industry today. We started 

out manufacturing block and precast and have evolved into Interlocking Concrete Paving Stones, Retaining Walls 

and Slabs, with 2019 marking the 42 year anniversary of manufacturing paving stones. Thanks to the creativity of our 

people and our engineering, we continue to design new and improved products, providing our customers better 

selections to build their dream landscapes. 

Ultimately, our Company’s success is due to the hardworking team of people at Borgert Products. We are fortunate 

to have skilled and knowledgeable people who work hard to produce quality products, with impeccable service and 

commitment to our customers. In the 96 years that Borgert has been in business, many changes have occurred and  

I know that the founders of our Company would be as proud as I am for where we are today.

CEO

BORGERT PRODUCTS

COMES WITH A PEDIGREE.
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We’ve delivered the features you need, that’s why those in the industry choose Borgert!

Colors are indicated on each photo, due to print reproduction and time taken, they may not be 100% representative of the actual color.



Whether you’re dreaming of a new patio, an outdoor living room or a simple walkway, we 

can help you create it with style. Borgert’s paving stones come in a wide range of textures, 

colors, shapes and styles. Imagine your outdoor kitchen defined by a timeless herringbone 

design or a large poolside patio made of an intricate pattern of squares and rectangles in 

a variety of colors. Whatever outdoor space you’re creating, Borgert has the paving stones 

you need to create a lasting impression.

TRADITIONAL 
PAVING 
STONES

Holland Stone™

Cobble Series™

Bavaria II

Vavel II™

Your vision, brought to life. 



COBBLE SERIES™
Golden Brown



№: 8  BORGERT

HOLLAND STONE™

Sterling GrayCharcoalChamois Autumn Blend

Minnesota RiverBronze Granite North Shore Iron Range

Bronze Granite
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Holland Stone is simple in design, 

offering a traditional classic look. 

Or create interest in a number of 

fascinating patterns with the simplicity 

of one stone. With the many colors to 

choose from, you can create bold or 

subtle accents. 

Autumn Blend

Chamois | Golden Brown | Minnesota River



Life is only     as good as the memories we make.
Chamois | Minnesota River



Life is only     as good as the memories we make.
- Unknown

HOLLAND STONE™



№: 12  BORGERT

COBBLE SERIES™

North ShoreIron Range Sterling Gray Bronze Granite

CharcoalChamois Golden BrownAutumn Blend Minnesota River

Cobble 
4x6, 6x6 
& 6x9 also 
available in 
Chamois & 
Charcoal.

Bronze Granite
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Calling to mind the distinctive look and feel of European 

cobblestones, the Borgert Cobble Series is a beautiful reminder 

of time since past. The series consists of several different sizes 

and a variety of colors, making the number of potential pattern 

designs virtually unlimited.  You can add interest to your Cobble 

project by adding circles. The packaging of the Cobble Circle 

makes it easy to order just what you need to create circles and 

without any cutting! You can create circles of any diameter, or 

even a half circle. The design possibilities are endless. It is this 

flexibility which has made the Cobble Series one of the most 

popular paving systems.

Sterling Gray

Bronze Granite | Autumn Blend Circle



Nature always wears the colors     of the spirit.

Sterling Gray



Nature always wears the colors     of the spirit.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

COBBLE SERIES™



№: 16  BORGERT

BAVARIA II

Bavaria II  
5x5, 6x9 & 
Large Circle 
also available 
in Charcoal & 
Chamois. 

North ShoreMinnesota River Iron RangeSterling Gray

Iron Range
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The unique look of Bavaria inspired us to offer a special 

untumbled version. The unique design of the edge without  

the aging creates the cobblestone look, with a sharp, clean, 

textured appearance. The Bavaria II is suitable for projects 

whether the look is old-world or contemporary. 

Minnesota River

Iron Range



Home is where the heart is.
- J.J. McCloskey (1870)

Minnesota River



BAVARIA II



Iron Range North ShoreMinnesota River

№: 20  BORGERT

VAVEL II™

Sterling Gray

Minnesota River
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Vavel II is the untumbled version of our Vavel. This paver offers 

the clean textured surface of stone and clear crisp edges to 

create a more contemporary look. The rich earthy color tones 

and multiple sizes will create a patio or driveway that resembles 

natural stone without the expense.

Minnesota River

Minnesota River



Nature is not a place to visit. It is     home.

Minnesota River | Iron Range



Nature is not a place to visit. It is     home.
- Gary Snyder

VAVEL II™



If you’re looking for a more subtle and natural feel, our tumbled paving stones are your 

answer. These pavers have a weathered appearance that give a sense of history and 

elegance. Yet they perform just as well as our other products. Tumbled paving stones are 

a tasteful option that provide a legacy of unrivaled strength and style for your walkways, 

patios and driveways.

STRASSEN® SERIES 
TUMBLED 

PAVING STONES

Cracovia

Classic

Bavaria

 Vavel™

Your vision, brought to life. 



VAVEL™
Custom Color



№: 26  BORGERT

CRACOVIA

North Shore Mesa

Grand CanyonMinnesota River Iron Range

Cracovia 4x6 & large circle 
also available in  
Chamois & Charcoal.

STRASSEN® SERIES

Sterling Gray

Minnesota River
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Going back to the Stone Age when people’s ideas of building 

were somewhat limited, Borgert Products created a simple, yet 

durable eye-catching system. Our tumbling process creates a 

sculpted appearance to each paver and our carefully formulated 

new colors will take you back to Medieval times. In addition, this 

line comes in sizes configured to create full circles, half circles or 

arches. A unique feature of our circle stones is that one side has 

a more textured edge and the other is softened, use whichever 

fits your taste. This system protects your investment by ensuring 

performance in its simplicity.

Minnesota River

Grand Canyon



Live beautifully     and dream passionately.



Live beautifully     and dream passionately.
- Unknown

CRACOVIA

Grand Canyon
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CLASSIC

Boulder Blend Minnesota River

STRASSEN® SERIES

Sterling Gray

Boulder Blend
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Strassen is a name that is distinguished and rich. These qualities 

are what make up our Strassen Classic paver. The Classic is 

tumbled to perfection for a softer more “weathered look”.  

The Classic is available in a palette of soft earth tone colors in 

three distinct sizes. You can choose any combination of sizes 

and colors to create a look that is unique only to you. If you are 

partial to the “old century’s” look and feel, then Strassen Classic 

might be just right for your outdoor living room, entryway or 

driveway. As with all our paver styles, the Strassen Classic is 

manufactured to the highest standards of quality, ensuring you 

a lifetime of enjoyment.

Minnesota River

Minnesota River



Flag Staff | Custom Order



The earth has music for those who listen.
- Unknown

CLASSIC



№: 34  BORGERT

BAVARIA

Bavaria 5x5  
& 6x9 also 
available in 
Charcoal & 
Chamois. 

5x11 available 
in Charcoal only.

North ShoreMinnesota River Iron RangeSterling Gray

STRASSEN® SERIES

Minnesota River
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As you travel through the northern part of the Alps, you see a 

majestically curved landscape called Bavaria. With this picture in 

mind, we designed a large-scale paver with a top that resembles 

aged natural stone roads. This four-piece system offers you 

endless design possibilities to satisfy your creative imagination. 

This design comes in a color palette of deep earth tone colors. 

We assure you that Bavaria will give a luxurious look to your 

outdoor space.

Iron Range

Minnesota River



Live the life you love!     Love the life you live!

Minnesota River



Live the life you love!     Love the life you live!
- Unknown

BAVARIA



№: 38  BORGERT

VAVEL™

Iron Range North ShoreMinnesota River

STRASSEN® SERIES

Sterling Gray

Minnesota River
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Walking on this paver is like walking the paths and courtyards 

leading to the century-old castles of Europe. Using Vavel in your 

backyard or driveway creates the ambiance of Medieval times. 

The Vavel line comes in a larger scale that includes multiple sizes 

in rich earthy color tones and the tumbling process softens the 

edges giving the weathered appearance of  

old stone pavements.

Iron Range

North Shore



The afternoon knows     what the morning never expected. 

Custom Color



The afternoon knows     what the morning never expected.      
- Swedish (on basic truths)

VAVEL™



Permeable Pavements Require Maintenance & Engineering

When you’re looking for a hard outdoor surface for your patio, walkway, or driveway, 

but have concerns about hard cover, then our permeable pavement system is the right 

choice. This product allows water to filter through it easily, so you can be confident that 

you’re helping conserve our ecosystem. With Borgert, you can support a clean, healthy 

environment and create a distinctive, beautiful outdoor space.

DRENA™ SERIES
PERMEABLE  
PAVEMENTS

DrenaPave™

DrenaMontage™

Your vision, brought to life. 



DrenaPave
Minnesota River



№: 44  BORGERT

DrenaPave & DrenaMontage

Sterling GrayMinnesota River

DRENA™ SERIES

Minnesota River
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Borgerts’ Drena™ Series is a permeable pavement system 

perfectly designed for patio, walkway or driveway applications. 

If you are increasing the size of your current home or wanting to 

build an outbuilding, Drena™ Series is the answer for meeting 

local permits where hard cover is an issue. Recharge the 

groundwater and keep dirty stormwater out of our lakes and 

streams. DrenaPave allows you to be environmentally  

responsible for future generations.

DrenaPave

DrenaMontage

Minnesota River

Autumn Blend | Custom Order



With Borgert’s slabs, inspiration comes easily when creating beautiful outdoor spaces. 

These paving pieces are larger in scale, giving a different look from traditional paving 

stones. Whether mimicking the look of a boardwalk or natural stones, our slabs will help 

you redefine your outdoor space in an unrivaled manner.

SLAB SERIES

Kastle Flats 

BrŭkStone®

Bulovar®

Bulovar® Max

Old Munich

Your vision, brought to life. 



KASTLE FLATS
Sterling Gray



№: 48  BORGERT

KASTLE FLATS

Sterling Gray Classic Bronze

Available in custom 
colors, call for quote.

Classic Bronze
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Create warm, majestic entrances or your own personal oasis to 

relax and enjoy with family and friends. Kastle Flats delivers with 

its large scale contemporary design. A hint of texture softens  

its bold but classic look as light dances off the surface 

highlighting the features of this new elegant slab.

Classic Bronze

Sterling Gray



Adopt the pace of nature:     her secret is patience. 

Sterling Gray



Adopt the pace of nature:     her secret is patience.      
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

KASTLE FLATS



№: 52  BORGERT

BRŬKSTONE®

North ShoreMinnesota River Sterling Gray

Minnesota River
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BrukStone is in the family of slabs designed with the elements 

of natural stone in mind. Not just any ordinary slab, the textured 

top and irregular sizes will harmonize with any desired setting. 

Made in rich earth tone colors and various sizes, BrukStone 

delivers a pavement that gives you the look and feel of  

natural stone.

Flag Staff | Custom Order

North Shore
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Bulovar slab was developed especially to mimic the look of a classic boardwalk. This slab gives you the traditional look of wood  

with the enhanced longevity of Borgert’s premium slabs. In either solid or blend colors this one simple rectangular stone is  

elegant in its appearance.

BULOVAR®

Pewter Slate Three Color MixGraphite

Available in custom  
colors, call for quote.

Iron Range | Custom Order
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Pewter Slate Three Color MixGraphite

Available in custom  
colors, call for quote.

When the look of classic linear lines is desired, Bulovar Max is a wider version of the Bulovar. Use either size alone,  

mix them randomly, or in a pattern. Combining the Bulovar (3") and Bulovar Max (6") will add interest to any project where  

the contemporary linear look is desired.

BULOVAR® MAX

Custom Color



№: 56  BORGERT

OLD MUNICH

Iron Range Boulder BlendMinnesota River Sterling Gray

North Shore | Custom Order
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Old Munich is designed with the elements of natural stone in 

mind. The design includes many individual textures that make 

each paving slab visually unique. This slab allows for ease of 

installation with only one size. Its rich earth tone colors match 

those of traditional stone. The Old Munich is the perfect choice 

to achieve the look of randomly sized natural stones for your 

patio, walk or garden path.

Minnesota River

Iron Range



If you need a wall or set of stairs to accommodate hills or to simply add some interest 

to your landscape, we have a wide range of choices for you. With wall and step units in 

deep earth tones and varying textures, you can complement your outdoor space while 

providing the engineering elements you need. Borgert will help you define and design 

outdoor living the way you want – with beauty and structural integrity.

WALLS &  
STEP UNITS

Strassen® Wall

PanoMur® Wall

Madera Wall

Morteza Wall

Step Units

Your vision, brought to life. 



STEP UNITS
Minnesota River
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STRASSEN® WALL &  

STRASSEN® WALL II

Minnesota River Iron Range Minnesota River- 8x12 & 
trapezoid only

(UNTUMBLED)

North Shore Sterling Gray - 8x12 & 
trapezoid only

Charcoal - 8x12 & 
trapezoid only

Charcoal - 8x12 & 
trapezoid only

Boulder BlendSterling Gray

Minnesota River | North Shore



The Strassen Wall provides the look of old weathered stone,  

with four sizes available. Add charm and elegance where you 

need a small retaining wall. This is the only wall that gives you 

the flexibility you need to create a unique wall with  

non-conventional lines. For added elegance, you can easily  

build a freestanding wall that can include a sitting area,  

steps and/or pillars.

Introducing Strassen II, for a cleaner more contemporary look, 

available in three colors as noted on opposite page.
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8x12 8x8

4x8 Trapezoid

Minnesota River

Boulder Blend



Be it ever so     humble, there's no place like home. 

North Shore



Be it ever so     humble, there's no place like home.      
- Unknown

STRASSEN® WALL



№: 64  BORGERT

PANOMUR® WALL

BuffSterling Gray Minnesota River

CURVED & STRAIGHT FACE

Minnesota River
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Installation Advantage – PanoMur lightweight units have a large 

hollow core, unique SecureLug™ connection and tapered sides. 

These features allow maximum flexibility, ease of installation 

and cost savings while maintaining high structural integrity for 

both gravity and geosynthetic reinforced walls. PanoMur units 

are textured with a curved or straight split face. Unit shapes and 

sizes are balanced to provide a natural profile – complementing 

any design or style construction. PanoMur is manufactured in a 

variety of solid and blended earth tone colors to enhance any 

natural surrounding.

Minnesota River

Buff



Sterling Gray



PANOMUR® WALL

Live well. Laugh often. Love much.      
- Unknown



№: 68  BORGERT

MADERA WALL

Minnesota River North ShoreIron Range Sterling Gray

Minnesota River
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This unique retaining wall design that has seven different 

sizes and two heights is called Madera. It is hard split then 

aged to give it the natural stone effect. It can be designed 

for freestanding or gravity walls – two functions in one. The 

most unique aspect of this wall is that there are no mechanical 

connections such as lips or pins – meaning no extra costs or 

hassles. This wall will give you more choices than any other wall 

on the market. The units are available in two heights, 3” and 6” 

and range in length from 8” to 36”. Using all the pieces in one 

wall is like building with LEGO® blocks – fun and creative. 

Iron Range

Minnesota River



Nature does not hurry, yet everything     is accomplished. 

Minnesota River



Nature does not hurry, yet everything     is accomplished.      
- Lao Tzu

MADERA WALL
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MORTEZA WALL

Minnesota River North ShoreIron Range Sterling Gray

Minnesota River
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This unique retaining wall that has seven different sizes and 

two heights is called Morteza, the sister to Madera. It is hard 

split and not aged to give it a cleaner line. It can be designed 

for freestanding or gravity walls – two functions in one. The 

most unique aspect of this wall is that there are no mechanical 

connections such as lips or pins – meaning no extra costs or 

hassles. This wall will give you more choices than any other wall 

on the market. The units are available in two heights, 3” and 6” 

and range in length from 8” to 36”. Using all the pieces in one 

wall is like building with LEGO® blocks – fun and creative.

Minnesota River

North Shore



Enjoy what     you can, endure what you must. 

North Shore



Enjoy what     you can, endure what you must.      
- Lao Tzu

MORTEZA WALL
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STEP UNITS

Slate North ShoreLimestone

Minnesota River Iron RangeSterling Gray

North Shore
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Our 48”w x 18”d x 6”h Step Unit is an attractive and  

cost-effective alternative to using expensive granite or natural 

stone. The Step Unit can be cut or split to fit your installation 

and is a lot easier to install than smaller retaining wall step units.

Minnesota River

Limestone



In all things of nature     there is something of the marvelous. 

North Shore



In all things of nature     there is something of the marvelous.      
- Aristotle

STEP UNITS



It is rigorous attention to detail that gives your Borgert landscaping that dramatic appeal. 

Sturdy, straight-lined Wall and Pillar Caps, gracefully curved Bullnose Edging, stunning 

Fireplaces, Ovens and Fire Rings all become the focal point of any outdoor living space.  

Let Borgert complete your outdoor living space today.

ACCENTS  FROM 
BORGERT

Precast Wall Cap, Pillar Caps & Bullnose

Fireplaces, Ovens & Fire Rings

Your vision, brought to life. 



KING ARTHUR 
Minnesota River
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PRECAST WALL CAP 

& PILLAR CAP
Minnesota River Wall | Limestone Cap 
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BULLNOSE
North Shore Paver & Wall | Charcoal Bullnose

PRECAST WALL CAP 
& PILLAR CAP 

Boulder Blend Wall | Charcoal Cap
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Like a cozy family room fireplace, Borgert Products offers an outdoor unit to give you the same warmth as inside your home. 

The fireplace unit is constructed from high-strength, lightweight concrete and fully lined with fire brick. The fireplaces are 

engineered for mortarless veneering with our Strassen Wall units or veneer with brick, natural stone or cultured stone. Imagine 

the good times with your family and friends as you enjoy the ambiance of a crackling wood fire and marshmallow roast. 

Prepare great meals and entertain outside using our outdoor ovens. Gather around our fire ring using wood or gas and enjoy 

the warmth. The quality and simplicity of installation makes this an affordable option for fireplaces and ovens.

FIREPLACES, OVENS  

& FIRE RINGS

Golden Brown Pavers | Minnesota River Ring | Charcoal Cap
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KING ARTHUR
Stone Veneer by Others
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Minnesota River

North Shore | Limestone Cap
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FIREPLACES, OVENS  
& FIRE RINGS

Boulder Blend
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Bullnose Colors

COLOR SELECTION
SELECTING COLORS - Colors are shown as accurately as possible. Due to the nature of the product, color preference 

and variables in print reproduction, colors will not match exactly. Make final color selection from actual samples.  

For best blend results always select from multiple cubes.

CHOOSING BLENDS - Borgert manufactures pavers and walls in various blend colors that consist of either two or 

three colors. When choosing a blend, it is important to keep in mind that some of the pavers will be dominant in one 

of the colors and some will be a combination of the colors that are in that particular blend. (i.e., Minnesota River is a 

blend consisting of Chamois,  Brown & Charcoal - some pavers will be entirely Chamois, some pavers will be entirely 

Brown, some will be entirely Charcoal, and others will be a combination of the two or three of these colors.)

RESOURCE GUIDE - for installation, packaging and more design pattern options request Borgert's resource guide.

ACCENTS

Pillar/Round Fire Pit/Wall Cap Colors

Colors are shown as accurately as possible. Due to the nature of the product, color preference and variables in print 

reproduction, colors will not match exactly. Make final color selection from actual samples. 

Charcoal Limestone Brown 

Caps are not manufactured by Borgert.

Chamois Charcoal Minnesota River
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Colors are not limited. For special orders, call your Borgert representative.  
Not all products are stocked in Colorado. 

For best blend results, always select from multiple cubes. Color selection subject to change without notice.

Vavel™

Classic

DrenaPave™

DrenaMontage™
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Additional Cobble

(only 6x6, 6x9, ¾ & Large Circle)

Holland Stone™

Cobble Series™ 

Bavaria II

Vavel II™

Holland Stone™ (80mm)

Cracovia

GRAPHIT
E

4x6 & Large 
Circle Only

Plus 5x11

4x6 & Large 
Circle Only

Additional Bavaria & Bavaria II

(only 5x5 & 6x9)

Bavaria

Old Munich

Kastle Flats

Strassen® Wall II

Strassen® Wall Tumbled

Round Fire Pit Cap

Pillar Cap

Step Unit

Bullnose

Strassen® Wall Precast Cap

PanoMur® Wall
(curved and straight)

PanoMur® Split Cap

BrŭkStone®

Bulovar® & Bulovar® Max

SLATE

Madera & Morteza Split Cap

Madera Wall

Morteza Wall

8x12 & 
Trap. Only

8x12 & 
Trap. Only

8x12 & 
Trap. Only

8x12 & 
Trap. Only
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DURABILITY

An interlocking concrete pavement (ICP) is far superior to any other pavement. This is because paver ASTM Specification is  

8,000 psi and only up to 5% absorption, which makes for an extremely durable wearing course that is long lasting. Borgert 

consistently exceeds these standards. We have supplied millions of square feet of concrete pavers that have been in place for over  

30 years with minimal maintenance depending on the application. A very important aspect of interlocking concrete pavement is 

that it is a flexible pavement system and is resistant to damage due to freezing and thawing cycles, which is very important in our 

markets. Another advantage is that these pavements can handle extremely heavy loads making them suitable for applications 

from walkways/plazas to airport taxiways. Another paver advantage is that color and texture can be added to any paved area 

without sacrificing durability. No other pavement gives you all of this.

FLEXIBLE SYSTEM

What makes Borgert’s interlocking paving stone system flexible is the construction of the pavement. A proper base is required and 

is essential no matter what type of pavement you are building. The only thing different with interlocking concrete paving stones is 

that you need an edge restraint and one-inch setting bed to set the pavers on, then you compact the pavers into the sand, which 

creates the initial "lock" of the system. The pavers work with each other, so when a vehicle drives on the pavement the "interlock" 

created by the sand joint allows the weight to be distributed throughout the entire pavement not just at the point of the wheel 

load. The pavers will roll with ground movement vs. differential movement and often bridges depressions underneath the system. 

There are no unsightly cracks and holes as with concrete or asphalt. You see an Interlocking Concrete Paving Stone Pavement is 

built intentionally with cracks - the sand joint between the pavers. Also important... pavers are skid resistant due to the nature of 

the joints and surface.

QUALITY PRODUCT

Borgert pavers have color throughout, so scrapes and abusive damage are masked because the color is through the whole 

paver. This also makes for a more durable wearing surface because the granite is throughout. Why Granite? Granite is the 

hardest aggregate next to diamonds. It does not absorb moisture, making the paver more durable in freeze/thaw due to deicing 

chemicals. It does not absorb the color pigments making for a more vibrant color throughout the lifetime of the pavement. The 

granite is dark in color so it blends in better as the pavement ages. It is angular which creates a better bond with the cement in the 

unit. It’s not just about the paver - it’s about the system. Building the system with Borgert's high quality concrete paving stones 

will give you a pavement to enjoy for years to come.

BORGERT PAVERS

THE BEST SYSTEM. THE BEST VALUE.

BORGERT TECHNICAL SCHOOL
In support of our industry, Borgert created the Borgert Technical School (BTS) Installer Certification Course.  

The two day course includes hands-on training which makes it the best technical school in North America.  

We offer classes in both Interlocking Concrete Pavement (ICP) and Permeable Interlocking Concrete Pavement 

(PICP) installation for residential applications. The contractors who attend the course(s) are given a test which 

is administered by a third party. All passing attendees are given a certificate and listed on our website. Go to 

borgertproducts.com for the current listing.
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For technical information and complete product data, see Borgert’s Product Resource & Installation Guide.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT  

INTERLOCKING CONCRETE PAVEMENT
MAINTAIN

Borgert pavers provide a durable yet decorative pavement - two big pluses. Like anything that is for outdoor use, they require a 

little care and maintenance. Clean patios or driveways with a mild soap in the fall and spring. You can also use cleaners specifically 

made for concrete pavers. Check with Borgert Products or your hardscape supplier for what products they recommend.

EFFLORESCENCE

A white haze known as efflorescence is a natural occurring process in concrete. Technically known as calcium hydroxide, it can 

come from a number of sources and appears as a white film when carried to the surface by moisture. It may appear randomly or 

in certain areas and is more pronounced on darker colors. The good news is efflorescence does not affect longevity or structural 

integrity of the pavers. Although unsightly, in many cases it is scoured off during installation when compacting the pavers.  

It can also be removed using specialty cleaners, made for interlocking concrete paving stones. Otherwise, it will typically lessen  

or dissipate, over time with rain, snow and wear. Because efflorescence can be a natural by-product of cement hydration,  

its presence is not indicative of a flawed of defective product. Efflorescence cannot be prevented, so as with all other 

manufacturers, this condition is not a warranty issue.

POLYMERIC HAZE

Interlocking concrete pavement (ICP) does not require a jointing material other than sand. Poly haze can happen if it is not used 

properly and should not be confused with efflorescence. Since the use of poly sand is not an installation requirement, Borgert 

Products accepts no responsibility in the event of hazing. We suggest you contact your contractor or the manufacturer of the 

polymeric sand for their suggestions concerning their products. 

SNOW, ICE AND DEICERS

Our pavers and walls are more than beautiful. They have the durability to withstand the harsh winters of the Midwest and,  

when properly installed, snow removal is no problem…either by shovel, snow blower or plow.

Our pavers have a surface that is slip and skid resistant even when wet. Ice, on the other hand, can be slippery and common  

sense should be used to prevent slips and falls. We recommend sand for traction, as it can be applied liberally and as needed.  

Clean, untreated sand has no corrosive effect on concrete pavers and it can be swept into the paver joints or removed  

by conventional sweeping or vacuuming. 

Concrete pavers are robust in resisting the effects of deicing chemicals. We have manufactured pavers that have been exposed  

to salt for over 40 years! Nevertheless, deicing chemicals can be harmful to the pavers. If using a deicer, the ICPI recommends a 

NaCl sodium chloride. We recommend against the use of other types, including products that contain a blend of chemicals.  

Pavers exposed to any deicing chemicals must be properly cleaned and maintained. We recommend cleaners designed for 

concrete paving stones. Check with Borgert Products or your hardscape supplier for what product they recommend.

For industry information concerning maintenance, efflorescence, deicing chemicals and installation guidelines visit www.icpi.org.
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RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY
LIMITED WARRANTY FOR INTERLOCKING CONCRETE PAVERS IN RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS AND 

PERMEABLE CONCRETE PAVERS IN RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS.

Borgert Products, Inc. is pleased to provide this lifetime warranty on the structural integrity of its paving stones to the original 

purchaser for residential applications. A residential application is limited to a driveway, patio or similar use for a single-family 

residence. The original sales receipt is required for all warranty claims. Borgert Products has a minimum of one year from the 

time it receives notice to make a determination on a warranty claim. If Borgert Products approves the claim, it may at its option 

either replace the affected pavers or refund the original purchase price of the pavers to the original purchaser. Color matching 

is not guaranteed and replacement labor for removal or reinstallation is not included in this warranty. This warranty does not 

cover normal wear and tear, accidental damage or damage caused by improper installation or abuse such as chipping, breakage, 

overloading, uneven bedding, abrasion, etc. Efflorescence is not a manufacturing defect and is not covered by this warranty.  

This warranty is also void if the pavers are not installed using installation methods approved by Borgert Products, Inc., or if the 

pavers are damaged due to failure to clean and maintain them properly. Please see www.icpi.org for more information regarding 

installation and maintenance of pavers. Borgert Products, Inc. shall not be liable for incidental, punitive, exemplary, indirect or 

consequential damages, or lost profits arising under or relating to the purchase and use of its products. This is the only warranty 

provided by Borgert Products, Inc. Borgert Products. Inc. disclaims all other warranties, expressed or implied.


